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Abstract

Rational design of complex metal-organic framework (MOF) hybrid precursors offers great opportunity to construct various functional nanostructures. Here, we report a novel MOF hybrid-assisted strategy to synthesize Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes. In the first step, zeolitic imidazolate framework-67 (ZIF-67, a Co-based MOF)/Co-Fe Prussian blue analogue (PBA) yolk-shell nanocubes are formed via a facile anion-exchange reaction between ZIF-67 nanocube precursors and [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{3-}$ ions at room temperature. Subsequently, an annealing treatment is applied to prepare Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes. Owing to the structural and compositional benefits, the as-derived Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes exhibit enhanced electrocatalytic performance for oxygen evolution reaction in alkaline solution.
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The fast growing consumption of fossil fuels and resultant greenhouse effect have prompted significant research interests into the development of clean and sustainable energy storage and conversion technology.[1-3] Particularly, electrochemical water splitting is a sustainable and environmentally friendly approach to produce clean hydrogen fuel.[4-7] However, the hydrogen evolution reaction on cathode is severely constrained by the sluggish kinetics of anodic oxygen generation. Therefore, highly efficient electrocatalysts for oxygen evolution reaction (OER) are required to enhance the water splitting efficiency. Recently, great efforts have been made to enhance the performance of inexpensive electrocatalysts to replace the precious metal-based catalysts.[8-14] Transition metal oxides and (oxy)hydroxides have been considered as promising alternative catalysts for OER.[15-21] Among the potential catalysts, cobalt oxides or (oxy)hydroxides, especially cobalt-based mixed metal compounds,[22-27] have been widely demonstrated as highly active catalysts. Besides chemical composition, the catalytic properties also depend strongly on the structure of electrocatalysts. Hollow structured catalysts have been widely used in oxygen generation because of their unique structural features.[28-32] The high surface areas and thin shells endow the hollow structured catalysts with rich surface active sites and high diffusion efficiency. Recently, several encouraging studies on complex hollow materials with multi-shelled structures and multinary compositions towards efficient water oxidation have been reported.[33,34] Rational design and construction of hollow structured metal oxide catalysts with complex structures and compositions are expected to exhibit remarkable electrocatalytic performance for OER.

In the past decade, significant efforts have been devoted to deriving advanced nanomaterials with controlled architectures and chemical compositions from rationally designed MOF precursors.[35-43] However, most MOF-derived materials reported previously employ MOF crystals as precursors, and possess relatively simple configurations, such as porous or hollow structure with single composition. Construction of complex MOF composite by efficiently integrating two or more MOFs as co-precursors is highly favorable for the synthesis of desirable functional materials. Ion-
exchange is an effective approach for structural and compositional transformation of nanomaterials.\(^{44-46}\) Due to the instinct chemical instability of many MOFs, controllable conversion of simple MOF crystals to complex nanostructured MOF hybrid precursors through ion-exchange reactions are highly beneficial for constructing complicated MOF-derived nanomaterials in terms of both architecture and chemical composition.

Herein, we report a novel MOF hybrid-assisted approach to prepare Co\(_3\)O\(_4\)/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes (DSNBs) as an efficient electrocatalyst for OER. In the first step, ZIF-67 nanocubes (NCs) are transformed into ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA yolk-shell nanocubes (YSNCs) through an anion-exchange reaction between ZIF-67 NCs and \([\text{Fe(CN)}_6]^{3-}\) ions. Afterwards, these ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA YSNCs can be further converted into Co\(_3\)O\(_4\)/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs through a subsequent annealing treatment in air (Figure 1). The as-obtained Co\(_3\)O\(_4\)/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs exhibit enhanced oxygen evolution performance with high activity and stability.

Uniform ZIF-67 NCs are synthesized through a surfactant-assisted strategy (Figure 2a and b).\(^{47}\) Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis confirms the formation of phase-pure ZIF-67 (Figure S1, Supporting Information). An anion-exchange process is carried out through the reaction of ZIF-67 NCs with \([\text{Fe(CN)}_6]^{3-}\) ions. An obvious color change of the reaction solution from purple to brick red can be observed after injection of K\(_3[\text{Fe(}CN)]_6\) solution into ZIF-67 suspension for about 1 h. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image reveals that the as-obtained product after reaction for 2 h preserves the cubic morphology with similar particle size to its precursor (Figure 2c). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images further reveal the structure of the product (Figure 2d,e). A gap between the outer shell and inner solid core can be clearly discerned in each particle. Closer observation of an individual particle at higher resolution reveals the existence of the connection parts between the slightly concave shell and the core. The shell thickness and the core size are \(~45\) nm and \(~670\) nm, respectively. As shown in the magnified TEM images (Figure 2e,f), the outer shell is composed of small nanoparticles, while the inner ZIF-
67 core retains sharp corners and smooth surfaces. As revealed by high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and elemental mapping images (Figure S2, Supporting Information), Co element is distributed homogeneously throughout the whole particle, while Fe element could only be found in the outer shell. The crystalline information is further revealed by XRD analysis (Figure S3, Supporting Information). In addition to the diffraction peaks from ZIF-67, two new peaks at 25.0° and 35.5° can be indexed to (002) and (400) planes of Co-Fe PBA. These results confirm firmly the formation of ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA YSNCS.

By further prolonging the reaction time to 12 h and 18 h at room temperature, the core size and shell thickness of the resultant ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA particles remain nearly unchanged (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The in situ formed dense Co-Fe PBA layer might restrict further diffusion of large [Fe(CN)₆]³⁻ ions into the gap between ZIF-67 core and PBA shell, thus prohibiting the ion-exchange reaction.

The structure of PBA nanoshells can be varied by adjusting the volume fraction of water in the reaction system. By decreasing the volume fraction of water to 5%, the thickness of the formed PBA shell is reduced to ~30 nm and the gap between the shell and core becomes unclear (Figure S5, Supporting Information). When the volume fraction of water is increased to 50%, the Co-Fe PBA nanoshell becomes rough and nanocrystallite subunits can be clearly discerned (Figure S6, Supporting Information). The reason for the variability in the shell architectures may be that the increase of volume fraction of water greatly promotes the reaction rate of the ion-exchange process between ZIF-67 NCs and [Fe(CN)₆]³⁻ ions, thus producing thicker PBA shells with larger nanoparticle subunits. In addition, we also investigate the effect of organic cosolvents on the final structures. Both samples synthesized by using methanol and isopropanol as cosolvents exhibit unclear gap between the ZIF-67 core and Co-Fe PBA shell (Figure S7 and S8, Supporting Information), indicating lower ion-exchange rates compared with that in ethanol/water mixed solvents. In addition, small amount of acetic acid is introduced to the reaction system to synthesize
Co-Fe PBA single-shelled nanoboxes (SSNBs). The ZIF-67 cores are dissolved completely in acidic media, and uniform Co-Fe PBA SSNBs are formed (Figure S9, Supporting Information).

In order to validate the generality of this approach, Co-glycerate nanospheres are also employed as the template and precursor for the synthesis of Co-Fe PBA hollow structures. The Co-glycerate spheres are synthesized through a solvothermal method (Figure S10, Supporting Information). After a similar anion-exchange process, the product retains its spherical morphology. The surface becomes rough, while small cubic subunits are found on the surface (Figure S11a,b, Supporting Information). The hollow structure is further confirmed by TEM image (Figure S11c, Supporting Information). Both Co and Fe elements are evenly distributed in the nanoshell (Figure S11d-f, Supporting Information) indicating the formation of Co-Fe PBA. Similar to ZIF-67 NCs, the Co-glycerate precursor will slowly decompose in water and release Co$^{2+}$ ions. Once the [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{3-}$ ions are injected into the reaction solution, they can interact with Co$^{2+}$ ions to generate insoluble Co-Fe PBA nanoshells around the scaffold of the precursors.

The as-prepared ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA YSNCS can withstand the thermal treatment in air. The XRD pattern of product (Figure S12, Supporting Information) can be approximately indexed to Co$_3$O$_4$ (JCPDS card No. 42-1467). The low intensity of the diffraction peaks indicates the very small size of nanocrystallites within the annealed sample. No signals from other possible phases such as CoFe$_2$O$_4$ or K$_2$CoO$_3$ can be detected even annealed at a higher temperature of 500 °C. Meanwhile, the energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) result (Figure S13, Supporting Information) indicates the coexistence of K, Fe and Co elements in the product with a K/Fe/Co atomic ratio of 1:1.2:7.9. The low-magnification FESEM image verifies the as-derived particles preserve the cubic morphology with rough surface (Figure 3a). A shell-in-shell structure can be discerned from the broken particles (Figure 3b). As further elucidated by TEM characterization, double-shelled structures can be clearly observed (Figure 3c-e). The smaller inner boxes derived from ZIF-67 cores are produced during the thermal treatment in air. As revealed by elemental analysis (Figure 3f), Fe,
Co and O elements are evenly distributed in the outer shell, while only Co and O elements could be found in the inner box of the product. These results indicate firmly the formation of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs. The high resolution TEM (HRTEM) examination reveals a distinct set of visible lattice fringes with an inter-plane spacing of 0.24 nm, corresponding to the (311) plane of Co$_3$O$_4$ (Figure S14, Supporting Information). In addition, Co-Fe oxide and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs are also prepared by calcination of Co-Fe PBA SSNBs and ZIF-67 NCs respectively for comparison (Figure S15-S17, Supporting Information). EDX spectroscopy (Figure S18, Supporting Information) shows that the K/Fe/Co atomic ratio of Co-Fe oxide SSNBs is 1:3.7:4.8. As determined by N$_2$ sorption measurements (Figure S19, Supporting Information), the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs, Co-Fe oxide SSNBs and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs possess Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface areas of 43.3, 32.1 and 10.7 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, respectively, with pore sizes mostly below 10 nm.

The electrochemical properties of the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs, Co-Fe oxide SSNBs and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs are investigated as electrocatalysts for OER in 1.0 M KOH solution at a scan rate of 5 mV s$^{-1}$. Figure 4a shows the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves of these nanoboxes. The Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs exhibit the lowest onset potential among the three samples and require overpotential of ~297 mV to reach a current density of 10 mA cm$^{-2}$. Co-Fe oxide and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs deliver the current density of 10 mA cm$^{-2}$ at overpotentials of ~340 mV and ~394 mV, respectively. The electrocatalytic performance of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs is comparable to that of many Co-based catalysts reported previously (Table S1, Supporting Information). The electrochemical double-layer capacitance ($C_{dl}$), which is proportional to the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA), is further determined by measuring the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves in the potential range of 1.177–1.277 V without redox processes. Compared with both Co-Fe oxide and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs, the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs exhibit much higher $C_{dl}$ (Figure S20, Supporting Information). The enhanced ECSA might come from extra active sites on inner Co$_3$O$_4$ shells of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs. Moreover, Tafel plots of the three samples are also calculated from the
LSV curves to examine the kinetics of their OER performances. With the data shown in Figure 4b, the linear regions of the Tafel plots are fitted to the Tafel equation ($\eta = b \times \log j + a$, where $\eta$ is the overpotential, $j$ is the current density, and $b$ is the Tafel slope). The Tafel slope of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs (61 mV dec$^{-1}$) is smaller than that of Co-Fe oxide SSNBs (72 mV dec$^{-1}$) and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs (66 mV dec$^{-1}$). Besides, the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs outperforms the Co$_3$O$_4$ DSNBs (Figure S21, Supporting Information) and RuO$_2$ with lower overpotential and faster rising cathodic current as an OER catalyst (Figure S22, Supporting Information). In addition, a chronoamperometry test of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs is conducted at the overpotential of 325 mV to study the catalytic stability as shown in Figure 4c. The active material is transferred onto nickel foam to avoid the potential peeling off the catalysts on glassy carbon electrode during high-speed rotating. As shown in Figure 4c, 93.5% of the initial current density is retained after 10 h. Moreover, LSV curves obtained after the 1$^{st}$ and the 1000$^{th}$ CV sweeps reveal negligible changes during the cycles (Figure S23a, Supporting Information). FESEM image of the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs after stability test indicates the overall structure is generally retained (Figure S23b, see Supporting Information). These results firmly demonstrate the excellent activity and stability of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs for electrocatalytic oxygen evolution.

The enhanced performance may be attributed to the unique composition and structure of double-shelled Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide catalysts. Similar to the Ni-Fe-based catalyst,$^{[50]}$ the introduction of Fe element into cobalt oxide might significantly enhance the conductivity of the double-shelled particles, which is favorable for the OER performance. In addition, the double-shelled nanostructure can not only provide rich active centers but also increase the electrode/electrolyte contact area, contributing to high catalytic activity. Furthermore, the double-shelled structure is believed to be more structurally robust, which is important for enhanced electrochemical stability for OER.

In summary, unique Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes are successfully fabricated via a sequential anion-exchange and annealing strategy. Starting from ZIF-67 nanocubes, complex
ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA yolk-shell nanocubes are prepared through an anion-exchange reaction between ZIF-67 nanocubes and [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{3-}$ ions. Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes are obtained by a subsequent annealing treatment. With their structural and compositional advantages, the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide double-shelled nanoboxes show enhanced electrocatalytic activity for OER compared with Co-Fe oxide and Co$_3$O$_4$ single-shelled nanoboxes. The developed approach may inspire further capability on constructing complex hollow-structured materials for a variety of energy related applications.
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Figures and captions

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the formation process of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs: I) ion-exchange reaction between ZIF-67 NCs and [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{3-}$ ions to form ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA YSNCs and II) subsequent conversion to the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs by thermal annealing.
Figure 2. FESEM (a,c) and TEM (b,d,e,f) images of ZIF-67 NCs (a,b) and ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA YSNCS (c-f).
Figure 3. FESEM (a,b) and TEM (c-e) images of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs. HAADF-STEM and elemental mapping images (f) for Fe, Co and O of a Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNB.
Figure 4. LSV curves (a) and Tafel plots (b) of the Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs, Co-Fe oxide SSNBs and Co$_3$O$_4$ SSNBs. Chronoamperometry curve (c) of Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide DSNBs at overpotential of 325 mV.
Yolk-shelled ZIF-67/Co-Fe PBA nanocubes are synthesized via anion-exchange reaction between ZIF-67 nanocubes and [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{3-}$ ions. After thermal treatment in air, the complex MOF hybrid precursors are transformed into double-shelled Co$_3$O$_4$/Co-Fe oxide nanoboxes, which exhibit enhanced performance as an electrocatalyst for the oxygen evolution reaction.